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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
It was the purpose of this study to construct Eind
evaluate a test of understanding of the "basic per cent
concepts and operations and of the related common fraction
and decimal concepts and operations.
Definition of Terms
It was accepted to begin with that understandings
cannot be measured directly as can mastery of a skill. It
is not possible to look directly into the mind of a child
to observe the chain of mental connections or the single
flash of insight which may be his response to the situation
for which he is asked to find a solution. One caji only
infer, after the child has found a solution, that he did
both understand the situation and know how to solve it, or
that he did not. "The kind and degree of understanding
is inferred from what he (the pupil) says and does".
1
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Brownell stated in "The Nature of Understanding",^ In
another place, he also said, "Understanding a process
implies that one imows when and how to use it effectively."
Therefore, if the pupil has arrived at the correct solu-
tion, we can infer that he both understood the situation
and could apply the correct operations in order to arrive
at the solution. But what if he has not solved it
correctly? Is that always a matter of not understanding?
Ho. Perhaps he could not read the problem. Perhaps he
read it and understood the situation but did not have at
his command the means of solving it. In setting up the
tests on which this study was based, all these ideas were
taken into consideration. In order to eliminate as far as
possible, stny interference of reading or a difficult level
of manipulation with figures, the problems were made as
simple in language ana level of difficulty as it was
possible to have and still yield the desired results.
Thus, from an analysis of the pupil* s performance, a fair
measure of his understanding could be inferred.
A "concept" is usually thought of as a general idea
about things such that they are recognized to have certain
1/ Brownell, William A., and Verner M. Sims, The Nature
of Understanding ^ 45th Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education. University of Chicago Press, 1946.
p. 28.
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characteristics in common. Thus, "fraction", "decimal",
"per cent"- each presents a definite set of character-
istics to the mind. In verbal form, each may present one
set; in configuration, it is possible that the character-
istics may be quite different. In either case, they may
be all, or only partly, correct. The set of character-
istics presented may be complete, or very incomplete. For
example, a fraction may always, for some pupils, mean
merely a part of 1; for others, depending on the situation
in which it is used, it may be an expression of a part of
one or of several things, or an expression of ratio, or
the quotient in a division. There must be concepts of
operations as well as concepts of fraction, decimal, or
per cent alone. Only by means of having a sound mental
picture of the basic percentage formula, and what each of
its parts represents in relation to each of the others,
can a pupil successfully apply the correct operations to
the solution of problems involving per cents. Thus,
"concept", as used in this study, is considered to mean
the idea, or ideas, formulated in response to certain
basic per cent, fraction and decimal configurations and
operations.
The term operations is generally used in connection
with addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
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alone.-i^ Butler and Wren however, speak of the
"ordinary operations which find a legitimate place in
ninth-grade algebra" and include both reduction to lowest
terms and raising to higher terms. Technically, since
these involve either multiplying or dividing, they
probably should be considered with these operations.
However, because they are not concerned with finding a
product or a quotient, as is the usual multiplication or
division example, and because they may be called into use
without reference to the operations of addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, or division, for the purposes
of this study they were considered to be operations in
themselves. The major part of the test deals with the
operations of multiplying and dividing, as well as
raising to higher terms and reducing to lower terms, since
these are the operations most used in solving problems in
percentage.
Procedure
In constructing the test, the writer's experience as
1/ Buckingham, Burdette R. , Elementary Arithmetic .
Ginn & Company, Boston, Mass., 1947. p. 48.
2/ Butler, Charles H. , and F. Lynwood Wren, The
Teaching of Secondary Mathematics . McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1941. p. 508.
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a teacher of seventh grade arithmetic, several textbooks
for the sixth- and seventh-grade levels, reference to the
research available on the teaching and testing of
arithmetic concepts, especially in the areas of common
fractions, decimals and per cents were called upon. After
this preliminary research, and by the aid of it, the test
was constructed. Since it is generally agreed that the
concepts involved in dealing with fractions, decimal
fractions, and per cents, are essentially the same, the
items of the test were divided into three parts: (l)
common fractions (2) decimal fractions and (3) per cents,
and the items in each part were matched with each other
as to the particular concept and process involved in each.
A preliminary evaluation of the test was made by
giving it to 65 eighth- graders of known ability. On the
basis of this testing, the items were analyzed. The
difference in the number of correct responses per item in
the 25^ of the cases having the highest scores and the
Z&/o having the lowest scores was figured. A difference
of 50fo of the cases in each quarter was taken as a sig-
nificant difference, and items not having this difference
were either dropped or revised. Then the correlations
between the sub-tests were worked out. These were found
to be high, and because of this, it was felt that the
test really was more truly one of basic ideas than of
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achievement; also that the items said to be matched in
the beginning really proved to be so.
It was found necessary to revise some of the items,
and these were set up as a second trial test of 21 items,
and administered to 65 other eighth-grade students.
Those which proved to be satisfactory by the same
criteria as used in the first trial test, were included
in the final form of the test.
Before the units on percentage were begun in grade 7,
the test was given to all seventh- grade pupils, about 200.
Tests of a sample, made up of about 110 pupils, selected
on the basis of Intelligence Quotients, were drawn from
the whole group. This was done in order to be able to
report the findings on results of as nearly normal a
population as possible. Analysis and tabulation of
errors with their frequencies were carried out, and again
the difference between the number of correct responses
on each item in the highest and lowest of the cases
was determined. Also, the correlations between the test
parts, and between the total test scores and both
intelligence and school grades were figured.
At the conclusion of tne units on percentage, the
test was given again to all seventh -grade pupils, as in
the beginning. The results for the 110 cases studied in
the initial testing were tabulated. Comparisons were
•111 3d dI^B QIi:.:j£ .'i.J.
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made between the results of this final testing and the
results of the Initial testing in grade 7 to discover
what degree of improvement had been made, and what errors
made in the initial testing persisted in the final test.
A significant carry-over of errors from the initial test
into the final testing, particularly where not only the
percentage response was wrong but the fraction stnd
decimal responses as well, was taken as an indication
that therein lay a weakness, which, if corrected with
fractions and decimals, would help to improve work in
percentage.
Justification
There seems to be general agreement among writers in
the field of arithmetic that there is essentially very
little, if anything, in the study of percentage that has
not already been learned in the study of fractions and
decimals. Saublei/ says: "Percentage presents no new
difficulties for pupils who have a thorough understand-
ing of common and decimal fractions". Thiele^ likewise:
"The invention of percentage involved nothing more than
1/ Sauble, Irene, Arithmetic in General Education ,
16th Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. Bureau of Publications, Teachers' College,
Columbia University, 1^41. p. 176.
2/ Thiele, C.L. , "Teaching Common and Decimal Fractions
and Per Cent: Greneral Issues", Arithmetic . 1947, No. 6;5.
Chicago University Press, October, 1947. p. 30»
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an addition to the vocabulary of arithmetic." Wiison^/
agrees that there is little or nothing new in percentage
as far as computation is concerned, but adds: "There is
however, a new concept, and this is expressed in
different language".
It is this expression of the fraction relationships
in a new language, the introduction of a new symbol to
represent a fraction concept — already learned wholly,
partly, or not at all, in terms of two different mediums
of arithmetic expression — which makes it so imperative
that it be thoroughly understood in terms oi fractions
and decimals before it is presented in terms of percentage
If there is confusion in dealing with fractional ideas in
terms of fractions ajid decimals, that confusion is multi-
plied many times by the presentation of those same ideas
in another guise, that of per cent.
The writer would ItKe to disagree somewhat with the
above authorities in their statement that there is nothing
new but a different way of expressing a familiar idea.
Most of the pupil's work with percentage involves applying
in some way the percentage formula, which is the bs^sic
expression of the part-whole relationship. Thiele^
1/ Wilson, G.M. , Mildred B. Stone and Charles 0.
Dalrymple, Teaching the New Arithmetic . McGrraw-Kiii Book
Company, iNlew York, 1937. p. 266.
2/ Thiele, C.L. , op. cit. p. 30.
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states: "It has been customary to postpone all consider-
ation of part-whole relationships until percentage is
taught and then limit the relationships to percentage
alone. On two counts, this practice has robbed the
teaching of common and decimal fractions of much of its
effectiveness: (l) pupils for whom the teaching of part-
whole relationships has been delayed have failed to
acquire a proper background for understanding percentage,
and (2) failure to master the part-whole relationships
when common smd decimal fractions are studied has limited
pupils in their use of common and decimal fractions."
On the basis of the implications of this statement, there
is decidedly something new in percentage — for the
pupils certainly, if not in the essence of it. True
enough, they have dealt with finding parts of numbers,
and in telling what part one thing is of another, but,
unless these ideas have been drawn together so that in a
single statement they can see the relationship of part to
whole, of fraction to part or to whole, and so forth,
the basic relationships of percentage remain a deep
mystery to them. They learn that finding a part or per
cent of a number involves multiplying, and that finding
what part one number is of another involves dividing, and
the two have no connection in the child's mind. Mastery
of the concepts involved in tnis part-whole relationship
ex
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is extremely important; if they have not been properly
presented before the subject of percentage is taught, thei
there is not only a new symbol to learn but a set of
concepts as well, lack of comprehension of which may
account for tne very limited understanding pupils bring
to the solution of problems involving percentage.
The test is diagnostic. Of course, there are
diagnostic tests in fractions, decimals and per cents
available, but they are chiefly concerned with the com-
putational phase of their subject. They embrace a much
wider range of computational abilities and greater levels
of difficulty tham were considered necessary for the
purposes of this study. It was felt that if, as most
authorities agree, a thorough understanding of the common
fraction and decimal fraction concepts leads to a
thorough understanding of per cent concepts, then it
seemed worthwhile investigating the possibilities of
building a test which might throw some light on the
relative degree of understanding of these concepts in
terms of each of the three forms of expression. By means
of such a test, it was thought, the seventh-grade
arithmetic teacher might be able, in advance, to
determine to what degree these basic ideas are already
understood, or areas wherein misconceptions might lie,
and thus be able to present her subject more effectively.
Air
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Thus, the test is diagnostic in nature, "but deals only
with a search for weaknesses in a few basic understsuad-
ings, not in degrees of skill or mastery at difficult
levels of accomplishment.
. OOC


CHAPTER II
BACKaROUI^D OF RESEARCH
Several studies have been made of errors in per-
centage. One, made by Edwards^/ in 1928 was described in
detail in the 29th Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education. In this study, the errors made
by 21b pupils in grade 7 on the Compass Diagnostic Test,
No. XIV, were analyzed. The test contains a series of
113 items dealing either with skills or examples in per-
centage, and covers a wide range of difficulty. The
results showed a range of errors all the way from 2% on
such an example as " ,55 of N fo of N*' to 98^ on the
example, "If &H> of N - 70, what is 100^?«« After ana-
lyzing the errors and reporting probable reasons for the
major ones, Edwards concluded that many of these errors
were due to "doing the wrong things" rather than doing
what they were doing incorrectly.
Gruiier-^ analyzed the difficulties encountered by
1/ Edwards, Arthur , A Study of Errors in Percentage .
29th Yearbook, National Society for the Study of
Education, Part II. Public School Publishing Company,
Bloomington, 111., 1930. p. 621-640.
3/ Gruiler, Walter S. , "Difficulties in Percentage En-
countered by Ninth Grade Pupils", Elementary School
Journal, Volume 46, June, 1946. p. 563-573.
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936 ninth grade pupils in dealing with percentage. He
used the Rush-Gruiler Analytical Survey Test in Computa-
tional Arithmetic. He made no attempt to explain reasons
for errors on individual examples, as did Edwards, but
merely listed the mistakes with the percentage of pupils
making each kind. He found a range of error from about
50% to 90fo in five different types of percentage exaimples
and problems. From his analysis he concluded that errors
were due largely to lack of understanding of procedures
involved and to inability to apply the idea of per cent
as hundredths.
Brueckner"^ reported a diagnostic study of errors
made by 405 pupils in grade 7A in seven areas of skills
in dealing with percentage. He listed the errors made
according to the per cent of pupils making them. These
ranged all the way from 4*2^ on such skills as changing
l&fc to a decimal to 96.5^ on the example: « 255 is 125^
of "
.
These studies and the high percentage of error they
all indicate, together with the conclusions reached by
both JiXiwards^ and Guiler^, certainly point to a lack of
1/ Brueokner, Leo J. , Diagnostic and Remedial Teachinij;
in Arithmetic . J.C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1930.
p. 241-257.
2/ loc. cit.
3/ loo. cit.
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understanding of the underlying concepts of percentage.
If pupils "lack understsLnding of the procedure involved"
and are unable to "apply the idea of per cent as
hundredths", they have not gained the insight into the
fractional and relational ideas which are fundamental to
thinlcing and computing in terms of percentage.
Further evidence of the failure of students to make
thinking in terms of percentage lastingly meaningful, if,
indeed, it had ever been so, was a report made by
Hendersoni/, an instructor during World War II in the
Army Air Forces* 20-hour refresher course in elementary
mathematics for pilots. "An even greater mystery was
percentage To many cadets there was no relation
between common fractions, ratios and per cents. Every
math section had at least two students who, in solving
for a per cent, could not see the difference between SOfo
and .6O54." And he went on to give illustrations of the
kind of absurd answers accepted by these pilot trainees,
a selected group of young men, answers which indicated
that the basic relationships of the part-whole formula
had not been made a live and lasting part of their
mathematical experience.
1/ Henderson, Kenneth B. , "Weaknesses in Arithmetic
Teaching", Elementary School Journal . Volume 46, June,
1946. p. 579-81.
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The research that has been done in analyzing the
errors made in percentage toy pupils who have studied it a
year or more has been limited to an analysis of perfor-
mance with skills. But each has made a valuable contri-
bution to the present study by pointing out those skills
and operations in which a large percentage of errors were
being made, and the general levels of difficulty in the
skills area which would least obscure the concepts being
tested. Through a study of the analyses of errors made
by Edwards!/ and Suiler^, the writer was able to discern
concepts which were misunderstood and to formulate some
of the objectives for her test. However, the test built
and evaluated in the present study went beyond these
skills to the concepts which govern their use, whether
they be expressed in terms of common fractions, decimals
or per cents. It attempted to discover whether one may
use per cents successfully without thoroughly understand-
their basic concepts expressed in terms of fractions and
deciraals, which, actually, are the tools by which per
cents are made to operate. It was not concerned with the
level of difficulty which a pupil had achieved, but only
with the ideas he had acquired regarding fractions,
1/ loo. cit.
2/ loc. cit.
>8cfo :
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decimals and per cents in themselves and in relation to
each other, and the degrees to which certain operations
"made sense".
In setting up the test, some difficulty was experi-
enced in the selection of types of examples. Reference
was made to a study conducted by Hastings!/ in the test-
ing of concepts of junior high school mathematics through
vocabulary. He drew up a list of operations or behaviours
which might be used to indicate a pupil's concept of a
technical word. Test items were arranged in groups
homogeneous with respect to the operations or behaviours
which might be used to indicate the pupil's concept.
There were seven groups of items. He found, through
analysis of his results, that no one technique of item
construction is substantial index of the pupil's under-
standing of the concept involved.
On the basis oi this soudy, it seemed wise to include
items of several types for each concept tested. However,
in order to make the test of a length that would be
practicable for classroom use, it was decided that no more
than two types — pupil's own response and multiple
choice — would be included in the preliminary form of the
test and that the bexter of tnese according to the
JL/ Hastings, J. Thomas, "Testing Junior High School
Mathematics Concepts", School Review . Volume 49, December,
1941. p. 766-776.
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analysis of tlie results of this preiiminary form would be
included in the final form.
Many sources provided helpful suggestions for settiig
up the objectives, as well as the items for the test.
Starting with Brownell's ^ thesis, "In the first place
evaluation and teaching would both start with arithmetic
outcomes all sorts of examples and situations
set up in textbooks etnd in current daily activities were
examined for the kinds of outcomes which seemed desirable.
They seemed to fit in very well with Brownell*s own list
of outcomes, which included: (l) computational skills,
(2) mathematical understandings, such as meaningful con-
ceptions of quantity and the number system, of whole
numbers, fractions, decimals, per cents, measures and so
forth; meaningful vocabulary of useful technical terms of
arithmetic which designate qusmtitative ideas and the
relationships between them; understanaing of the meanings
and mathematical functions of fundamental operations;
understanding of important arithmetical relationships,
and (5) sensitiveness to number in social situations and
the habit of using number effectively in such situations.
Only those listed under (2) above, however, were
1/ Brownell, William A. , The Evaluation of Learning in
Aritnmetic , 16th Yearbook, National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics. Bureau of Publications, Teachers' College
j
Columbia University, 1941. p. 231-2.
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taken as the oonoem of the test, and those skills and
Operations directly involved in the solution of percentage
problems, and related types of fraction and deoimal pro-
blems were set down and analyzed to discover the under-
lying meanings necessary for using them successfully.
Whether in the form of fractions, decimals or per cenAs,
these all dealt with fractional relationships. A dis-
cussion of this by Brueckner^/ in his "How to Make Arith-
metic Meaningful" and an analysis of the meaning of fractions
in the 29th Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education—/ provided the basis for analyzing the
fraction skills and operations into their basic concepts.
"The fraction retains the same characteristics and
uses whether it is expressed as a common fraction, as a
decimal or as a per cent."-^ Buckingham^/ discusses both
the history and nature of fractions, decimals and per
cents in considerable detail, and his book also provided
insight into many of the ideas underlying work with
fractional relationships. After defining common fractions
1/ Brueckner, Leo J., and i'oster E. Grossniokle, How
to Make Arithmetic Meaningful . John G. Winston Company,
Philadelphia, 1947. p. 294-310.
Zl 89th learbook, Ilational Society for the Study of
Education, op. oit.
3/ Wheat, Harry G., Psychology and Teaching of Arith-
metio. D.C, Heath and Company, Boston, 1937. p. 379.
4/ Baekinghant^ Burdette H. . op. oit. p^^3Q2-gQ5.
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in terms of all their basic meanings and functions, he
concludes his discussion witn a few short paragraphs
which tie decimals and per cents to all that has been
said about common fractions.
The reader should recognize that decimals
ajid per cents, though Invented, promoted, and used
as an escape from the difficulties with fractions
which the ancient and medieval world found so irk-
some, are neverxheless fractions.
As fractions, they have the same basic meanings
as the more generalized fractions dealt with in this
chapter; that is, they are numbers; they express
division, and they show relationship.
As fractions, they are subject to the same
basic laws and rules that govern common fractions.
As fractions, they may be converted into
equivalent common fractions; although there are many
common fractions which they cannot express.
Finally, as fractions, they enter into the same
kind of quantitative situations as common fractions;
although, except in some special cases, they do so
at some loss of accuracy In snort, you will find
that the modern world, in spite of its evident
desire to escape fractions, has been unable to change
the real nature of its tormentors.
Therefore, the concepts and operations of fractions
to be tested having been analyzed and each represented by
an objective, the corresponding objectives for the
decimal and per cent parts of the test were worked out.
Finally, types of examples were studied to discover
those most suitable for testing the above objectives. A
few standardized tests already on the market, such as the
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Cooperative Mattiematlcs Test, Form for junior high
school pupils, the Progressive Achievement Tests^, and
the Brueokner Progress Tests in Arithmetic Processe
were examined. The kind oi' material used in textbooks,
and suggestions made in texts for the use of objective
material were also studied. The most helpful sources,
however, were the illustrative items contained in the
16th Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics^/, and in the 45th Yearbook of the National
5/Society for the Study of Education—' . After studying
these, it was possible to return to the objectives already
set up and to write up and organize the test items in
such a way that the objectives might best be covered.
There has been, and there continues to be, consider-
able research done in this field of fractional relation-
ships, but in dealing with those in the area of percentage
a great deal remains to be done. The work done in this
1/ Darnell, Alice H. , John C. Flanagan, Stephenson W,
Fletcher and Rose E. Lutz, Cooperative Arithmetic Test
.
Form Q « Cooperative Test Service.
2/ Tiegs, Ernest W. , and Willis W. Clark, Progressive
Achievement Test. Form 3 . California Test Bureau, Los
Angeles, California, 1^43.
3/ Brueokner, Leo J., Brueokner Progress Tests . John
C. Winston Company, Philadelphia.
4/ op. cit. p. 249-258.
5/ The Nature of Understanding , 45th Yearbook, National
Society for Study of Education. Chicago University Press,
Chicago, Illinois, 1946.
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study grew directly from what was done before it was
started; since its conclusion, its outcomes have pointed
the way to the need for even more research in the future.
The classroom teacner realizes that her woric with per-
centage is not as lastingly effective as it should be,
but she does her best with the information and material
she has available. Tnese are definitely inadequate. Only
more research into possible methods of presentation,
evaluation both of methods and outcomes, experimentation
and checking over a period of time can bring about the
results desired. Much has been done with whole numbers —
much needs to be done with the interrelationships of
fractions, decimals and per cents.
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CHAPTER III
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
After several fumbling attempts to organize a
mental picture of the kind of test which would best
satisfy both the writer* s needs and, perhaps, the needs
of many other seventh- grade teachers, the writer re-
turned to the library. Several references previously
read were perused again. Gradually the idea took shape.
Since common fractions, decimal fractions and per cents
are considered to be, and are, so interrelated, why not
build a test which would attempt to measure the degree
to which each of these is understood by seventh- grade
children? Given before a unit of percentage was taught,
this might show in what respect the pupils understood the
basic fractional ideas and processes. Given after a unit
on percentage, it might show to what degree the meaning
of percentage as an expression of fractional and relation-
al ideas was understood.
With these thoughts in mind, the writer set to work.
The first task was to set up objectives for such a test.
Experience as an arithmetic teacher was the source of
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some of these. Two other sources were also consulted.
Five currently used arithmetic texts at the sixth and
seventh grade levels were consulted to discover not only
the types of percentage examples covered, but also the
general level of difficulty. The texts examined were:
I. Morton, Gray, Springstun and Schaaf, Making
Sure of Arithmetic . Silver Burdett Company,
1946.
II. Ruch, Study Arithmetics (6); Mathematics and
Life (7), Scott, Foresman Company, 1944.
III. Mallory, Cooke euid Loughren, Using Arithmetic >
Benjamin Sanborn Company, 1946.
IV. Clark, Otis and Hatton (6); Clark, Otis,
Hatton and Shorling (7), Modern School
Arithmetic . World Book Company, 1937.
V. Olark, Hoye and Clark, Arithmetic for Young
America (6); Shorling, Clark and Smith,
Arithmetic for Young America (7), World Book
Company, 19^4.
Table I shows the results of this research. It is
evident that there was considerable variation in some
cases both as to the types of examples presented and the
grade level at which more difficult types were covered.
Neither I nor II covers any percentage in grade 6. At
the other extreme, III goes well into the subject in
grade 6, taking up discount, commission and net price.
This seems to opjwse the more recent trend of taking up
only the simpler and more commonly used per cents and
their applications. Whole number and a few mixed number
: T
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TABLE I
PER CENT OOKTENT OF FIVE 6TH Al^iD 7TH ORADJi; ARITHB4ETIC TiiXTS
Express a DECIMAL as a PER CENT
a* Hundreths
b. Tenths
c. Tbousancitlis
d« Mixed niimbers - hundreths
e. Whole numbers and mixed
numbers
Express a COMMON FRACTION as
PER CENT
a. Aliquot parts
Other fractions
1, Set up as fraction «
b.
?/lOO' S m
I
—is- 1 II L IIIJ JLJl r
6 7 6 7 6 7
,
6 7 6 7
z z z z z z z
z z
z z z z
z z z
z z
X X X X z z
X X X X X X X X
2. Set up as fraction divide
3. Divide
4. 5/6 of 100^ • ^
Express PER CEl^T as DECIMAL
a. Whole number per cent
1. Less than 10^
2. Less than lOOfo
3. Larger than 100%
b. Mixed number per cent
1. With decimal
2. With common fraction
c. Common fraction per cent i
d. Decimal fraction per cent 1
Express PER CENT as COMMON FRACTIOHj
a. Write numerator over 100 - I
reduce
b. Aliquot parts
CASES TAUOHT
I
II
III
z
z
z
X
X
X
X
X
z
X
X
X
X
X
X
z
X
X
X
X
z
z
X
z
z
z
X
z
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
z
X X
X
X
X
z
X
X
XXX -V
X X
X X
X
X
5 eB liA.
X
.
m > 0X\?
X yxilvii) noiJo -T- r - fry 3"98 .cl
X X X X .i
X XXX
X /. X
X X
:: K >:
X
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TABLE I (continued)
CASE
a.
c.
d.
e.
Whole number per cents
1. Less than 100^ x
2. More than 100^0 x
Mixed number per cents
!• With common fraction I x
2. With decimal fraction
\ x
Fraction per cent
j
Decimal per cent
Method
I
1. Use aliquot parts I x
2. Use fractions x
3. Decimals used x
CASE I " Uses
a. Find discount, decrease,
increase. Interest, given
base and rate
b. Find net amount, proceeds,
etc.
,
given base and rate of
discount, etc.
1. By subtracting rate from
2. By subtracting amount from
original
c. Trade discounts
CASE II
a. Set up as fraction-ratio
1. PROPER FRACTION X
a) Reduce to 100ths as
j
common fraction —^ ^ | x
Divide numerator by
denominator x
Even hundreths x
With remainder
(a) Express as C.F
reduced
(b) Carried 1 or 2 i
decimal places I
(c) Rounded to nearest
whole or tenth
of per cent
X X X X . ,1
X X
67:. .0
X X notto?-xi
X t/9Bir ,v,:,
.
- I
b
1 !^o0;-'».-i i
X X A
X X : x
I
TABLE I (continued)
6 17; e F?
CASE II (continued)
a. Set up as fraction-ratio
2. IMPROPER FRACTIOiM
a) Reduce to 100ths —>^
Reduce to whole number
Reduce to mixed number
1) Divide out fraction
part
2) Return to improper
fraction and express
as lOOths
3) Divide out without
reducing
(a) Without remainder |
(b) Remainder to
nearest 10th of ^ \
b. Set up as division
1. Percentage less thaji base
a) Even division at 2 places
b) Uneven division at 2
places
1) Remainder as fraction
2) Remainder to nearest
10th of
2. Percentage larger than base
a) Even division at whole
number i
b) Even division at one
decimal place
c) Even division at two
decimal places
d) Uneven division at two
decimal places
1) Remainder as C. F.
2) Remainder to nearest
10th of fo
c. RATIO
Find RATE when BASE and NEW
AMOUNT are given
a. Subtract to find percentage -
put this over base - or divide
X
X
X
X 1
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Oi 8
. A \- i. V -
u
SO.p.Xor ,!
J (Jt>
Br -
.
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TABLE I (continued)
CASE III
a. Set up as DIVISION
1. Division by fraction
a) Find unit part, then
whole
b) Divide by inversion
2, Division by decimal
b. Per cent less than lOOfo
c. Per cent larger than 100^
MEANING Of 100^
a. Counting squares (100 in
block)
1. How many out of whole?
2. How many parts missing?
3. Sum of parts « 100^
b. Parts of blocks or other
figures (less than 100
parts)
c. Parts of quantities
per cents are used, both in fraction and decimal form, but
fraction per cents are taken up in only II and IV, Per cents
larger than 100^ are used in ail the texts at the 7th grade
level, but problems requiring an answer in case II that is
more than 100^, are found only in II, III and IV. Case III
is taken up only in I and IV, and in these only with whole
number per cents less than 100^,
The third source of material for objectives was
reference to some of the leading authorities on arithmetic:
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i
William A. Brownell-^ in Arithmetic in General Education.
Leo J. Brueckner-^ in Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in
Arithmetic. Johnson^ in a discussion of fractional relation-
ships in mathematics at this level in current periodicals,
a study reported in the 29th Yearbook of the iTational
Society for the Study of Education^, Guiler's^^ analyses of
errors made "by ninth grade pupils in fractions, decimals and
per cents, various suggestions of Irene Sauble^ in
Arithmetic in General jSducation and in other articles
written by her on this subject. These and numerous other
books and articles provided, together with the examination
of textbooks and teaching experience, the basic ideas from
which the objectives were organized.
At first the objectives were set down in a single list
with subdivisions relating to specific ideas or operations
1/ loc. cit.
Zj loc. cit.
3/ Johnson^ J. T. ^ "Are Ratios Fractions?". Elementary
School Journal, Volume 48, March, 1948. p. 374-8.
4/ loc. cit.
5,/ loc. cit.
6/ loc. cit.
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of fractions, decimals or per cents, whenever these varied
in form or method of manipulation. This proved unsatisfac-
tory, and they were reorganized into three parallel lists,
one each for common fractions, decimal fractions and per
cents. This made it easier in setting up the test to match
the items hy concept and operation by direct reference to
these lists of ohjectives. Also the objectives originally
contained some which would test skills primarily, and it
was later decided to omit these, since the main purpose of
the test was that it should measure understanding of
concepts and certain basic operations. Since this was to
be a paper and pencil test, there would have to be some
element of skill involved in answering the questions, but,
by making the items as objective as possible, and by using,
in so far as possible, only the most commonly used per cents
— the halves, fourths, thirds, eighths, particularly —
this element of testing skill alone was to be kept at a
minimum.
The revised set of objectives is as follows:
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OBJEOlIV£S
Common Fractions Deolmal Fractions Per Cents
!• C.F. express i. D.F. express 1. Per Cents express
a. Part of unit:
size of sev-
eral parts is Same Same
the size of 1
multiplied by
number of parts
b. Part of a group
c« Comparison or
ratio
d* Division
2. A C.F. has two 2.
par t s , numerator
and denominator
a. Denominator
1) Tells the
number of
parts the
unit or
group is
divided into
2) Is the number
of units in
the quantity
being com-
pared with
b# Numerator
1) Tells the
number of
parts being
taXen
2) Is the number
of units in
the part being
compared
A D.F. has two
part s , numerator
and denominator
a. Denominator
l)Same, but is
always 10 or
a power of 10
2) Same, but is
always 10 or
a power of 10
3)Is expressed
by the posi-
tion of the
number places
to the right
of the point
b. Numerator
1 ) Same
2. A per cent has two
parts, numerator
and denominator
a. Denominator
l)Same, but is
always 100
2) Same, but is
always 100
3) Is expressed
by the ^ sign
2) Same
3)Is the part
of the number
to the right
of the point
b. N\imerator
l) Same
2) Same
3) Is the number
expressed with
the fo sign
.
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OBJECTIVES (continued)
Oommon Fractions Decimal Fractions Per OentB
3.
4.
A fraction may have
than 1.
a. A proper frac-
tion equals less
than 1
1) Numerator is
smaller than
denominator
b. Improper-equal
to or more
than 1
l)Numerator
larger than
denominator or
equal to it
a value less than, equal to, or more
a. Proper - less
than 1
l)Is expressed
by numbers to
the right of
the point only
b. Improper-equal
to or more
than 1
i)Made up of
both whole
number and
decimal
The values of fractions may be compared
in terms of the same denominator, or by
same fraction.
A fraction may
be raised to
higher terms by
multiplying both
numerator and
denominator by
the same number
a.
b. b.
A decimal may
be raised to
higher terms by
annexing zeros
to the figures
to the right of
the decimal
point
A D.F. may be
reduced to
lower terms by
removing zeros
a« Proper - less
than 1
l}Is less than
b. Improper-equal
to or more
thaji 1
l)lOOfo or larger
by expressing them
relating them to the
a. No change
necessary since
all are In
hundreths
from right of
decimal
0.
A fraction may
be reduced to
lower terms by
dividing both
numerator and
denominator by
same number
To compare a fraction with a decimal :
1) Change the fraction to a decimal by
dividing the numerator by the denom-
inator, and carrying to the right
number of places.
2) Change the decimal to a fraction by
dropping the point and placing the
given numerator over the correct
power of 10.
b. No change
necessary since
all are in
hundreths
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OBJECTIVES (continued)
Common Fractions Decimal Fractions Per Cents
4, c. To compare a per cent with a decimal :
1) Change the per cent to a decimal by-
dropping the "jo and moving the point
two places to the left.
2) Change the decimal to a per cent by
moving the point two places to the
right and annexing the ^.
4. c. To compare a fraction with a per cent :
1) Change the fraction to a per cent by diviaing the
numerator by the denominator, thus obtaining a decimal
which may be expressed as a per cent,
2) Change the per cent to a fraction by dropping the sign
and writing the given numerator over 100.
5. The sum of all the parts of a unit or group is 1, or ,lCO^c>.
6. The form, or terms,
changing its value,
a. When both
numerator and
denominator are
multiplied by
the same number
b. When both
numerator and
denominator are
divided by the
same number
of a fraction may be changed without
a. When both
numerator and
denominator are
multiplied by
the annexing of
zeros to the
right of the
decimal
b. When both
numerator and
denominator are
divided by the
same number by
removing zeros
from the right
of the decimal
a. When expressed
in terms of an
equivalent
fraction or
decimal
b. Same as above
7. A fraction is multiplied when, the denominator being
constant, the numerator is multiplied by some whole number.
8. A fraction is divided when, the numerator being constant,
the denominator is multiplied by some whole number.
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OBJECTIVES (continued)
Common Fractions Decimal Fractions Per Cents
9. As an expression of relation, the fraction expresses the
ratio of the numerator to the denominator.
a. A rate is an expression of relationship.
b. To find the rate of interest, increase, commission, eta
,
the amount of the increase, interest, commission, etc. i s
1)Written as
the numerator
and the quan-
tity it was
figured on is
written as
the denominator
1) Divided by the
quantity on which
it was based,
after being ex-
pressed as a
common fraction
(colvimn 1)
1) Expressed as
in coluain 1
or 2, and then
expressed as
a per cent
(4. c.)
10. To find a part of a quantity, multiply the quantity by the
fraction.
a. Multiply the
quantity by
the numerator
and divide by
the denominator
a.
11. To find the whole of a
the part is divided by
a. Divide the a.
quantity by the
fraction by in-
verting the
divisor and
multiplying
b. Divide the b.
quantity by the
numerator to
find the size
of one of the
parts and then
multiply by the
number of parts
in the whole,
the denominator
Multiply the
quantity by
the decimal
fraction and
mark off as
many decimal
places as in
both quantity
and decimal
quantity when part of
the fraction.
Divide the a.
quantity by the
decimal fraction
Divide the
quantity by the
numerator and
then multiply
by the power of
10 expressed in
the decimal
a. Express the
per cent as in
column 1 or 2
and multiply
it is known,
Express the ^
as a common or
decimal frac-
tion and pro-
ceed as in
column 1 or 2
Of z to c;
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OBJECTIVES (continued)
12. Estimating:
a. When a quantity is multiplied by a proper fraction, the
product will be less than the multiplicand.
b. When a quantity is divided by a proper fraction, the
quotient will be greater than the dividend.
13. When the product and one factor of an expression are
Jcnown, the other factor may be found by dividing the
product by the Known factor.
Concurrently with locating sources of material for
objectives, types of examples were sought out as well. The
problem of reading was recognized to be a possible stumbling
block in the setting up of a valid test. Therefore, in
making up the examples, many were included which required
very little reading — substituting lines, blocks, and so
forth with brief directions. These problems were set down
on cards as they occurred to the writer. From these were
selected the problems used in the preliminary and final
forms of the test.
The sub-test in fractions was organized first. On a
large sheet of paper, the selected problems — selected by
objective — were pasted down and numbered. In order to
discover to some extent whether multiple choice items or
items calling for the pupil *s own response were better, and
also because of the nature of some of the questions, both
3rf ^^lOiJ m 8X
O TO .,JS JZ'!
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types of problems were included. Part I of each sub-test
called for the pupil's own response, and Part II was
multiple- choice.
When the fraction sub-test had been satisfactorily set
up, the decimal and per cent sub-tests were organized from
the matching items.
The first complete test was then administered by their
own mathematics teacher to two classes of eighth-grade
pupils, 65 in all. This test contained some 111 items, 37
in each sub-test. The pupils were allowed 20 minutes to
complete each part. Most of them finished satisfactorily in
this time, though many items were not answered. Reasons for
their being passed over included both failure to understand
what the problem asked, and inability to solve it.
The results obtained from this test were then tabulated,
and the correlation between common fraction and per cent
tests, and between decimal fraction and per cent tests were
found. Between common fractions and per cent tests, the
correlation was .87; between decimal fractions and per cent,
»89.
In order to discover which items should be retained in
the final test, two further steps were taken. The
differences, item by item, between the accomplishment of the
SS"/© of the group having the highest scores and the 2&jo
nr.'
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TABLE II
DIffffBMCES IN ACHIBVEMMT PER ITm BEOTWSEN THE HIGHEST 25^1,
AND LOWEST 25^ OP THE INITIAL GHOUP TESTED
SUB-TEST A
Item H^Q. L.Q. Dltt. SE Diff Critioal
fiatio
la 1,0000 .5625 .4375 • 1466 3.12
b 1.0000 .3750 .6250 .1768 3.53
1.0000 .8750 .1250 .0855 1.40
3 1.0000 .5000 .5000 .1530 3.26
4, .9575 .6250 .3125 .1462 2.13
5 • 6875 .1875 .5000 • 1754 2.85
6 .9275 .4275 .6000 .1638 3.05 *
7a .9375 .5625 .3750 .1539 2.43
•••V
s. 0 • 9275 .5000 .4375 .1589 2.76
6 .8125 .1875 • 6250 • 1767 3.53
9a .9275 45000 .4275 • 1589 2.76 *
.9275 .4275 .5000 .1754 2.85
• .8750 .5625 • 3126 • 1589 1.97
1.0000 .8125 .1875 .1037 1.80
6 1.0000 .3125 .6875 .1679 4.09
10 1.0000 .1875 .8125 .1736 4.68
11 .8750 .2500 .6260 .1753 3*56 *
12 .9375 .3125 .6250 .1711 3«65
13 • 5625 .3125 • 2500 .1754 1.42
14 .7500 .1875 .5625 .1765 3.13
16 .9375 .5625 .3750 .1539 2.42
16 1.0000 .6250 .3750 .1365 2.74
17 1.0000 .7500 .2500 .1169 2.13
18 .5625 .1875 .3750 .1711 2.13
1 1.0000 .8125 .1876 .1037 1.80
Z .9375 .3125 .6250 .1711 3.81
3a 1.0000 .6250 .3750 .1366 2.74
1.9000 .5625 .4376 .1466 3.12 *
4 1.0000 • 3125 • 6875 .1679 4.09
5 1.0000 .3750 • 6250 .1768 3.53
6 .8750 .8500 • 6250 • 1763 3.66
7 • 8125 .0625 • 7500 • 1753 4.27
88 .9375 .3750 • 5625 .1679 3.35 *
9 .9375 • 4376 .5000 .1638 3.06
10 1.0000 .3125 .6875 .1679 4.09 *
11 • 6875 .0000 .6875 .1679 4.09 *
12 9375 .3125 .6250 .1711 3.81
* Item showing significant difference between highest and
lowest quarters of group tested.
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TABLS II (oontinaed)
SUB
1 4* Avn IT Q T. Q
Xm . J.O iQ
o AKOK
• 70rO ^»>KA. O f OU
• rOUU 1 O"? K. JLO f 0
A4 • /O KAAA. OUUU
eO O KAA. 40UU
£ l«OOuO t OKA.i«oo
JL«UUU0 . 070U
X« UUUU 1 G»7 K. ±0 f 0
• o / OU T OKA
O r» cA AA/^A
.0000
Ik. KK O K
e .9375 .2500
a 1.0000 .1875
1.0000 A ctn K
2.0 OKrvA
11 .o7oO . oo«o
IS 1.0000 1 on K. Io70
1 at QT OK 1 OKA
. x40U
14 . oo70 Afi O K
*5 ff KAA. 7 out) •XT OK
lo AKOK
17
1p 'I7KAA AAAA.UUUU
1 T AAAA •7KAA
. rOUU
"XT OK
9ft 1 AAAA « 40 r 0
1.0000 .6250
e 1.0000 .1875
4 1.0000 .2500
S .9375 .5000
6 .9375 .5000
7 .7600 .0000
8 .9375 .5625
9 .8750 .2500
10 .5625 .1250
11 .8125 .3760
12 .8760 .3750
•TEST B
Diff . SE Diff. Critical
Batlo
9 KAA
. f OUU . X f OO A OO4. 66
. X f 04 K "XT0* OX
KK 0 K 1 A>70
. XO is "XKO. 00
KAOK
• OOaO 1 I9AK. X f OO O. Xo
A Vl K
. X007 O 17 K4. /O *
. DO f O 1 Tl "ZA.Xr OO •X OAO. 70
fii? KA
.Of OU . X r OO /I QQ4. 99
AOKA
. X r OO ^ K'XO. OO
fit OK
• X/OO A AQ4. OO
• 7600 .1753 4.22
.8750 .1753 4.99 *
KA
.^f OU . X0O7 4.40
AO*? K
. DO ( 0 »JLfOO X OAO. 70 *
Ol O K 1 OKA A CQ4.DO *
KAOK
. 0d40 1 KQn.XOo/ fX K/10. 04
KAOK
. 0O6O 1 "JA '51. X r OO O. XO *
•XT OK
. OX40 . X009 X* 7 r
A1 OK
. X r OO A Aft4. OO *
. OO 1 0 • X f 04 5^ ftQO. 07
AOKA
• X r XX % AKO. OU *
A'3i»7K
. 40/0 .X /04 S> Aft4. 40
"7KAA
• f OUU . J. too A oiy4. 4 r
WKAA
. 1OUU 1 7K^i?. J> /OO A 07
•yRAA
. /OUU . X / XX 4. OO
2500 .1169 2.13
.4375 .1764 2.48
.5625 .1687 3.64 *
.3750 .1366 2174 *
.8125 .1736 4.68 *
.7500 .1711 4.38 *
.4375 .1589 2.75 *
.4375 .1589 2.75 *
.7500 .1711 4.38 *
3750 .1539 8.43
.6250 .1753 3. 56 *
• 4375 .1618 2.70 *
.4375 .1736 2.52
.5000 .1711 2.92
Item showing significant difference l)etween highest and
lowest ctaarters of group tested.

TABLE II (oontinaed)
Item
la 1*0000
b • 9375
Z 1.0000
3 • 8125
4 1*0000
5 *8125
6 rtw ET*6875
1.0000
1) 1.0000
8 *6875
*o750
l)D *8750
t *9376
i *6875
e * 7500
10 1*0000
11 1.0000
IS 1.0000
12 .9375
14 .9375
15 • 6875
16 1.0000
17 .8750
18 * 7500
1 • 6875
2 1*0000
1^0000
• 9375
0 • 9375
4 .9375
5 .8125
6 • 7500
7 .7500
8 1.0000
9 1^0000
10 • 9375
11 • 8750
18 1.0000
SUB-TEST C
L* Q* Pixf
.
• 2500 • 7500
*1250 • 8125
* 7500 • 2500
.5625 • 2500
.9375 • 0625
«4375 • 3750
nc r\ rx
*4500 • 4o«5
• o7o0
*4375 • 5625lone
*1875 • 5000
• 4000 • OCDO
• oOuO • 37o0
• 7500 .1875
• 0000 • 6875
*0620 £ on c• 6875
* oIaO
c one
• OJ.60
• 2o00 • 7500
• 2500 • 6875
• 1875 • 7500
• 3145 • 3650
• 6000 . 7500
• 2500 .6250
• 0625 • 6875
•0000 £ one• 6875
• 6250 • 3750
.2500 .7500
.3750 .5625
.3125 • 6250
.1250 ,8125
• 2500 • 5625
• 4375 .3125
.1250 .6250
.2500 .7500
.3750 • 6250
.3125 • 6250
.1875 • 6876
• 3750 • 6250
SE Diff. Critical
liatio
1 r* 1 ^
• 1711 4^38 it
• 1763 4^ 61
• 1169 2^13
• 1638 1*52
• 1946
• 1711 2^19
• 1763 2^48
• 1365 «• 74icon
• 1587 3. 54
• 1754 2.85
.1753 3«56
• 16oo O O QZm 40
1 o oo 1 i1 c1*45
1 c n
• 1679 4*09
1 n fzc
• 1736 3^96
1 c 1 o
• 1618 4^24 >|(
1 o oo
• 1489 2*42
1 m 1
• 1711 >• '204*38 4:
1 n izc
•1736 3*96 4:
• 1753 4* 22 lie
1 nc n O 1 o2.12
• 1711 4. 38
1 nc iz
• 1753 IT C £3. 56
1 n izc.
• 1736 3. 96
• 1679 4.09
• 1365 2.74
• 1711 4.38
.1679 3.35
.1711 3.81
.1763 4. 61
.1763 3.13
.1736 1.80
.1753 3*56
.1711 4*38
.1768 3*53 *
.1711 3.81 *
• 1764 3.89 *
• 1768 3.53
Item showing a siguifioant differenoe between highest and
lowest quarters of group tested.

haTin^ the lowest seores were tabulated. And, finally,
errors made by all the papils on €lL1 the items were analyzed
in 80 far as it was possible to disoorer what the sooree
of error was*
' Table II shows the differences in aeoomplishaent , in
terms of per oent, for aJ.1 the items of the sab-tests, be-
tween the groap of papils baring the highest 25^ of the scores
and the groap baring the lowest 25^« There were 16 papils
in each ^aarter, so, tentatirely, a difference of 6, er
•500 was taken as a measure of the e<fectireness of the item*
This prored to be the aioallest difference to hare, oonsiat-
ently, a oritieal ratio of 2*576 or better; this was the
statistical lerel of significance to be ased in selecting
diseriminating items* Some items showing a difference of
•4375 also met this criterion* In all, 27 of the items
in the common-fraction test had a critical ratio of 2*576
or higher; in the decimals and per cent tests, 31 and 28
items, respectively* Only 18 sets of matched items, however,
proved to be effective in all three of the sab-tests; 16 more
sets had items in two of the sab-tests which had the desired
difference.
According to these results, it was necessary to revise
some of the items and re-test them. After careful inspection
and study of the answers given on some of these, to deter-
mine if the causes of ineffectiveness were ^a«to the numerical
0 V
••> J - '
.
TABLE III
DIPFEHENCBS IN ACmSVEMENT PER ITEM ON THE 26 REVISED ITEMS
BETWEEN THE HIGHEST AND LOWEST E5?^'S OP SROUP TESTED
Item L.Q. Dlff. SE Diff. Critical
Ratio
Common fraotlons
1 ela • OYOU • 40UU 1 RCCQ. J^DOv 1 A9X. OG
D . f ouu AAP f\• U060 . ±404 AO
0 • OUUU . <souu PROA . J. 1 ±1. X. 4o
• 6875 .1875 • 5000 .1764 2.86
£ .8126 .5000 • 3125 .1618 1.93
.9375 .8125 .1250 .1169 1.06
4 .9376 .3750 .5625 .1679 3.36 *
e9 . X r oo A *
0 ±» UUUU RAP K . i.00 f
JL.UUUU . O f OU • o<sou . X f oo ]?•
Q « rOUU «!• 4bO
jrrStO bioQS
X .7500 .1875 • 5625 .1765 3^13
E .9375 •8126 • 1250 .1169 1^06
9 .8750 .2500 • 6250 .1763 3^56 *
4 1.0000 .5626 • 4375 .1466 3.12 *
.9375 .4376 • 5000 .1638 3.06
6 • 9375 .2500 .6876 .1736 3.96 *
f .8750 • 1876 .6875 .1764 3^89
Per Cents
I .8750 •1250 .7500 .1763 4.22
8 • 8125 .1250 .6875 .1764 3. 89 *
3a .8750 • 6250 .2500 .1539 1.62
1.0000 • 6000 .5000 .1530 3.26 *
4 .9375 • 3125 .6250 .1711 3^65 *
5 .9375 • 3750 .5625 .1679 3.35
e .6876 • 1876 .5000 .1754 2.85
Item showing a slgnifioant difference between the highest
and lowest quarters of the groap tested.

makeap of the item or to some factor sach as readlzig diffloal-
ty» poor arrangement or the liJce, the items were rerisecl. A
test of 25 items was made ap from these, and was given to 65
other eighth-grade papils* fable III shows the results of
this test. 17 of these items had a difference of .500 or
a eritioal ratio of 2«576, obtained from a oomparison of the
highest and lowest quarters of the scores.
After this was done, a detailed study of the kinds of
mistakes made by all the pupils who took the tests, both the
original and rerised forms, was undertaken, i^he errors per
item were listed separately, together with their number and
some explanation of the reasons pupils may have had for making
such errors. This proved to be quite a problem with the items
in part I of each sub-test, since each pupil had to figure out
his own response. As many as 25 different responses were
given for a single problem. Some of these indicated oomplete
confusion, ignorance ot the oncept involved or inability to
read the item. That many pupils had genuinely wrong ideas
about the basic oonoepts being tested is suggested by the
fact that in many oases the error made in common fractions
was repeated in the decimals and per cent sub-tests*
In organizing the final test, then, two things were
considered; the dggree to which the item showed a significant
difference between the pupils with high scbres and those with
low scores; and the degree to which the same types of mis-
takes were made on matching items *

In organizing the final test, the items which had been
checked as being effective were cut out and pasted in random
order on a large sheet of paper, matching items side by side.
They were again checked as to objective, to make sure that
all objectives were covered once in the final test. This
having been done, the test was then typed up, directions for
administering revised on the basis of the experience of the
teachers who gave it to their eighth- grade classes, and
finally duplicated.
Just before the work in percentage was begun in
January, the test, now made up of 63 items, 21 in each sub-
test, with a time limit of 10 minutes for each, was
administered to 186 pupils in the seventh grade of a
suburban junior hign school.
When the test first came up for discussion in a seminar,
the question of giving the test on percentage at this time
was raised. The pupils of this seventh grade had not studied
percentage before they reached junior high school, but it
was felt that they might have acquired some ideas about it
outside of school. Therefore, the percentage test was
included in the initial testing. Each mathematics teacher
administered the test to his own pupils. In all cases but
two, the three sub-tests were completed within one class
period. Five minutes was sufficient time for pupils to
L.J- lo QOfiei
prepare their papers and read the initial directions. Ten
minutes were allowed for working each sab* test, with a
minute between tests for reading directions for the next
test. In two classes, beoaase the period was a little
shorter, the third sa"b-test had to be given on the
following day.
In two classes, teachers took time to correct the tests
the rest were checked by the writer. When they were
arranged in order from highest score to lowest, the mean
score was found to be 22.2, with a 3.D. of 12.0, for 110
oases.
,
As one means of determining whether the test was valid,
the I.Q. scores, obtained from the Otis Quick-Scoring
Intelligence Test, were likewise arranged from highest to
lowest, and the mean I.Q* was found to be 101.7, with a
S*D* of 14.0. These were then correlated with the test
scores by emans of the Pearson pro duct-moment formula,
and the correlation was found to be ,72. When compared
with mathematics marks for two marking periods, the
correlation was found to be .67. This latter correlation
is subject to the unreliability usuali).7 attibated to
teachers' marks, and especially so, in this case, since
they covered such a short period of time.
The same test was given again in April to the same 200
rc
pupils "by their mathematics teachers. The same procedures
for administering the test were followed, the same directions
given to tne pupils, and the same timing used — ten minutes
lor each sub-test with a minute between each two for reading
directions. After the tests had been corrected and scored,
the papers of the same 110 pupils studied in January were
picked out and their scores and answers studied in the same
way as before.
The mean score for this testing was found to be 32.64,
with a S.D. of 14.90. The correlation with I.Q. scores was
found to be .79 and with the outcomes of tne Metropolitan
Arithmetic Achievement Test, Form S to be .75.
Differences in achievement on each item between pupils
having the highest 25'>i? of the scores — as selected in the
January testing — and those having the lowest 25^b of the
scores were worked out. In April the highest and lowest
25ffii did not comprise in every case the same pupils as in
January. However, for purposes of comparison, it was
decided to use the results of the same pupils on both tests.
A critical ratio of 2.576 was used as a level of
significance to determine whether the item showed a true
difference between pupils who really did understand and
those who did not. 2.576 was taken because it represents
the difference in units of the stanaard error corresponding
'foi o-rJ n. £ fin
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to a prol)abilit7 of one one-hundredth* That Is, the
differenoe woald be likely to oooor by ohauce in only one
ease oat of one hundred. Edgerton's tablesP were ased to
obtain the critical ratios*
The final step in this study was to discover if the
wrrors made on each item in January were repeated in the
work on the test in April* A sort of comparison was ob-
tained by noting the number of repetitions made by Indi-
Tlduals of errors on any one item* Whether or not they
were the same types of errors was determined by a survey
of a sampling of the papers. The errors that persisted
in the April testing were tabulated, together with as many
sources of these errors as it was possible to determine.
1/ Edgerton, H.A. and D.G. Paterson, "2able of
Standard Errors and Probable Errors for Varying Numbers
of Cases", Journal of Applied Psychology . Volume 10,
September, 1926, p. 878-391.
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CHAPTER IV
The findings of this study will be divided into three
sections: (i) A discussion of the scores obtained in the
January testing and in the April testing, their correlation
with intelligence quotients, the correlation of each of the
parts of the test with each other part and with arithmetic
achievement in general; (2) The effecxiveness of the test
items in terms of the critical ratio obtained between the
number of correct responses to each item made by the highest
and lowest quarters of the group tested in the April testing;
(3) A discussion oi the types of errors made on each item,
and a comparison of these among matched items to snow to
what extent they do "match".
Test Scores
The 110 pupils whose scores and responses were studied
were selected on the basis of intelligence quotients from a
group of over 200 seventh grade pupils. The I.Q, scores
were obtained from Otis Grroup Intelligence Tests given in
October, 1948. Figurs I shows the range of intelligence
quotients, whose arithmetic mean is 101.7, and whose
standard deviation was 13.00.
notifBLti-XTOO x/snj ^-^ni;;-. at
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FIGURE !•
RANGE OF INTSLLIGEMCE QUOTIENTS OF 110 PUPILS
STUDIED
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Figure II shows the range of scores obtained on each of
the three parts of the test when it was first given in
January, 1949. The curve is very plainly skewed in a
positive direction, indicating that a majority of the pupils
had scores below the 505^ mark. The table below shows the
mean scores obtained on each part of the test and on the
total.
TABLJi IV
MEAN SCORiJS OBTAIi\(ii;D Ol\ EACH OF THii THREE SUB-TESTS
AND TOTAL SCORES Ixn JAxmUARY AMD APRIL
Jetnuary April
Sub-test A 9.3 12.1
Sub-test B 8.0 10.9
Sub-test C 4.5 9.6
Total 22.6 32.7
Both Figure II sind the above table indicate that the
number of high and average scores in the common fractions
sub-test was greater than in either decimals or per cents,
and that the number of high and average scores in decimals
was greater than in per cents. The bulk of the per cent
scores lies between 0 and 7, while the scores in common
fractions axi& decimals have a much wider spread and their
curve more nearly approaches the normal.
Figure III shows the results of the same tests given
three months later to the same group of people. Tne curves
of all three tests leveled off considerably, and the means
increased as indicated in Table IV. The bulk of the
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percentage scores now lie between 3 and 9, but this is a
much smaller percentage of all the scores than those that
lumped themselves together between 0 and 7 the first time
the test was given.
The number of pupils having a score of 0 on the per
cent test decreased from 9 to 3; the fact that this 3 still
exists Indicates that the test does not contain iteins simple
enough for the very slowest children who study percentage.
It does not seem likely that there was Euay child who learned
.
nothing in the three months he studied per cent.
A comparison of both Figures II and III, and of the
means derived from both the January and April test results,
shows that learning took place in all three areas -
fractions, decimals and per cents - but that the greatest
amount of learning was in per cent.
Table V shows the degree of correlation found among the
three sub-tests and between each of the three sub-tests and
general arithmetic achievement as measured by the Metropoli-
tan Achievement Arithmetic Test, Form S, administered in
June, l949. The "Pekxaon product-moment formula was used to
determine the correiationsA/.
1/ Sorenson, Herbert, Statistics for Students of
Psychology and £ducation . MoGrraw-Hill. Book Company, Inc.,
New York, 1936.
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TABLE V
CORRELATIONS OF THE SCORES OiM THE THREE SUB-TESTS
WITH EACH OTHER Ai^D WITH ARITHMETIC ACHIEVEMEWT
C.F. D,F. A. A.
Common Fractions
Decimal Fractions
Per Cent
.84 • 55
• 82
• 71
.82
.78
The correlation between tlie common fractions sub-test
and the per cent sub-test is very low when compared with the
correlation of common fractions with decimals and decimals
with per cent. Plainly, insofar as the factors measured by
this test are concerned, children deal about as well with
decimals as they do with common fractions, smd vice versa.
Also, the understanding of per cent seems to be very highly
related to an understanding of decimals. This high degree
of correlation may have in it a large element of similarity
of configuration, which is not present in the relationship
of common fractions with per cent. Apparently the bridge
between common fractions and decimals has been firmly
established, but the broader span from common fractions to
per cent is still in the structural state. In the results
obtained in an earlier part of this study, when a prelimi-
nary trio of tests containing in each 37 items was given to
65 eighth grade pupils, the correlation between common
fraction scores and per cent scores was found to be .87.
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This would suggest that with continued use of both the
correlation between common fractions and per cent would
increase.
The charts by means of which the correlation coeffi-
cients were worked out also showed plainly that while
several pupils had high scores in common fractions and low
scores in per cent, no pupil had a low score in common
fractions (or decimals) and a high score in per cent.
The correlations between each sub-test and arithmetic
achievement in general, as measured by the Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Advanced Arithmetic, Form S, administered
in June, 1949, show a relatively uniform relationship. The
correlation with common fractions is lowest and that with
decimals highest. This seems to quarrel with the fact that
on sub-test A, which deals with common fractions, the mean
score was 1.2 points higher than that of the decimal sub-
test, and 2. 5. points higher than the mean of the per cent
sub-test. There are apparently more elements of similarity
- perhaps in configuration or in type of example or problem
presented - between the decimal and per cent sub-tests and
the achievement test than between the common fraction sub-
test and the acnievement test. However, the fairly high
correlations show a tendency for understanding to influence
achievement.
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01" course, the Metropolitan test covered a great deal
more than just mastery of the interrelated phases of
fractions, decimals and per cents. But, since the work of
the seventh grade - covered so adequately by this particular
achievement test - largely deals with these three elements
of arithmetic, it is not surprising that the relationship
between understanding of oertain of their basic concepts and
general achievement at this level should be so high.
Test Items
Tables VI, VII and VIII record the scores per item of
the 25^ of the pupils having the highest scores and the 25^
of the pupils having the lowest scores on each of the three
parts of the test. In each table, column C indicates the
difference between the number of correct responses in the
highest group and in the lowest the first time the test
was given (January); column F indicates the difference
between the same measures the second time the test was given
(April).
In sub-test A, one item, number 7, showed a decrease,
between January and April, in the number of correct responses
in the highest group, and no gain in the lowest group. Two
others, 2 and 5d, showed a slight decrease in the highest
group but a slightly larger gain in the lowest group. All
other items snowed the same score or an increase of from 1
to 9 in the number of correct responses.
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TABLE VI
SUB-TEST A: DIFFERENCES, PER ITEM, BE^rWEEw THE NUMBER OF
CORRECT
.
RESPOw BES MADE BY THE HIGrHEbT Ai^D LUWEbT QUARTERS
January April
H.Q. H.Q. L.Q.
Item A B C ' D £ F
1 33 6 17 35 10 15
3 37 8 19 25 13 13
3 9 1 8 13 4 9
4 18 1 17 22 9 13
5a 23 12 11 33 14 9
b 25 12 13 37 21 6
c 27 5 3S 37 12 15
d 24 5 19 33 9 14
6 23 8 15 31 14 7
7 12 1 11 10 1 9
8 30 3 17 30 9 11
9 16 1 15 23 6 16
10 19 3 16 36 2 24
11 10 0 10 16 1 15
13 36 12 14 36 19 7
13 36 12 14 36 15 11
14 15 5 10 24 5 19
15 11 1 9 16 8 8
16 22 4 18 34 8 16
17 36 9 17 37 14 13
18 11 1 10 17 5 12
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^:x
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i-X
^x
X
9
ex
3X
3
B
1^1
OX
OS
ax
ax
vx
vx
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1
gX
XX
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TABLE VII
SUB-TiilST B: DIFFEREi^CES, PER ITEM, BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF
CORRECT RESPOi^SES MADE BY THE HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
iipri X
n« Q« T n« Q» T O
T ^ An*Item AA oO U D c F
1 o4 •JO oa 20
a 19 1 lo 1 f 7 10
0 23 2 21 24 4 20
4 23 3 20 25 8 17
oa 27 12 lb 26 19 7
D 34 a9 lo 26 19 7
C 27 9 18 26 11 15
d 26 5 21 26 7 21
6 18 4 14 24 5 19
7 7 0 7 15 0 15
8 19 0 19 23 4 19
9 15 1 14 21 6 15
10 16 2 14 24 0 24
11 5 0 5 10 2 8
12 20 6 14 20 12 8
13 26 5 21 25 7 18
14 24 6 18 25 7 18
15 5 3 2 19 4 15
16 12 7 5 22 5 17
17 12 4 8 21 6 15
18 11 1 10 19 1 18

TABLjfi VIII
SUB-TEST C: DIFF£R]!]MCES, PER ITEM, BE'fWEEl^ THE NU2^ER OF
CORRECT RESPOiiSES MADE BY THE HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
January April
H.Q, L.Q. L*
Item A B 0 0 E F
1 5 0 5 24 4 20
2 7 1 6 20 7 13
3 4 1 3 17 1 16
4 7 1 6 21 7 14
5a 10 3 7 20 9 11
b 10 3 7 20 10 10
c 23 8 15 26 16 10
d 15 4 11 23 8 15
6 22 2 20 24 4 20
7 17 4 13 19 4 15
8 17 1 16 24 1 23
9 13 1 12 17 1 16
10 12 1 11 26 2 24
11 6 0 6 16 5 11
12 10 3 7 21 8 13
13 10 1 9 17 4 13
14 14 2 12 20 7 13
15 7 1 6 19 5 14
16 15 3 12 26 9 15
17 9 0 9 21 8 13
18 16 4 12 23 3 20
OS 2 0 I
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01 01 01
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cl > GI SI vi V
I bl I VI 3
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II a 01 0 8 II
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In sub-test B, fewer people in tlie highest group did
item i correctly, while the same number of pupils in the
lowest group did it right. Number 10 showed a decrease in
the lowest group and 7 showed no gain in this group. The
highest group improved on both items. Four other items, 2,
5a, 5c, and 13, showed a slight decrease in the highest
group but gains in the lowest group. All other items
showed gains ranging from 1 to 14 in the number of correct
responses.
In sub-test C, item 18 showed a decrease of 1 in the
number of correct responses in the lowest group. On items
3, 7, 8 and 9 in the lowest group, the number of correct
responses did not cnange. All other items showed an in-
crease of from 1 to 19 in the number of correct responses.
In all three tests, the number of correct responses on
item 7 remained constant in the lowest group of scores,
while showing a decrease in the highest group in the
common fraction test.
Tables IX, X and XI show, for each sub-test, the
differences, in terms of per cents, between highest group
and lowest group. The critical ratio obtained between
these percentages is also given. Since a critical ratio of
2, 576 was taken as a level of significance for determining
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TABLiii IX
SUB-TifiST A: DIFFERENCES, Ii\i TERMS OF PER CEi^TS,
BETWEEN HIGHEST MD LOWEST QUARTERS
1 tem n* ^»
1
• 0 fU
oa • AAA
O
4 • cl4
ba • col . blo
b 1.000 .777
c 1.000 .444
d .851 .333
6 .777 .518
7 .370 .037
8 .740 . 333
9 .814 .222
10 .962 .074
11 .592 .037
12 .962 .703
13 .962 .555
14 .888 .185
15 .592 .296
16 .888 .296
17 1.000 .518
18 .629 .185
Diff, 8E Diff, Critical
Kaiiio
. DOO O. tio
. JLU r A AQ
ry n r;
. 4ol . 11 r 4. I'd
.333 .118 2.82
.223 .080 2.78
.556 .095 5.85
.518 .113 4.58
.259 .124 2.09
.333 .100 3.33
.407 .123 3.31
.592 .109 5.43
.888 .062 14,32
.555 .102 5.44
.259 .095 2.72
.407 .103 3.95
.703 .096 7.32
.296 .129 2.29
.592 .106 5.58
.482 .113 4.26
.444 .119 3.73
c
TABLii, X
SUB-TiiST B: DIFFJiiRiiilviCiijS, Iim TiiiRMS OF PER CENTS,
BETWEEI^ HIGHEST MD LOWEST QUARTERS
60
Item H« Q* L. Q. Diff. SE Diff. Critic.
Ratio
1 .814 .074 .740 .089 8.31
3 .629 .259 .370 .125 2.96
3 .888 .148 .740 .091 8.24
4 .925 .296 .629 .100 6.29
5a .962 .703 .259 .095 2.73
b .962 .703 .259 .095 2*73
e .962 .407 .555 .102 5.44
d .962 .259 .703 .092 7.64
6 .888 .185 .703 .096 7.32
7 .555 .000 .555 .095 5.84
8 .851 .148 .703 .097 7.25
9 .777 .222 .555 .113 4,91
10 .888 .000 .888 .060 . 14.80
11 .370 .074 .296 .105 2.82
13 .740 .444 .296 .127 2.32
13 .925 .259 .666 .097 6.86
14 .925 .259 .666 .097 6.86
15 .703 .148 .555 .111 5.00
16 .592 .185 .407 .121 3.36
17 .777 .222 .555 .113 4.91
18 .703 .037 .666 .095 7.01
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TABLE XI
SUB--I'iiST 0: DIFFERii;i>iCES, Iw TERjyiS OF PER CewTS,
BETH^SEw HIGHEST MD LOWEBT QUARTii;R8
H.Q. L. Q. Diff. SE Diff
•
on XI Ca,J.
rta. uio
Jm .888 .148 .740 • 091 o •
2o .740 .259 .481 .118 4- 1
Q
*x. X«7
w .629 .037 .b92 .100 %j* <3ei
4 .77? .259 .518 .116
• 740 • 333 .407 • 123
b .740 .370 • 370 • 125
Aw • 962 .o92 • 370 .102 3-62
.851 .296 .555 .112 4- 95
A
.338 .148 .740 • 091 B- 13
7• .703 .148 • 555 • 112 4.95
.388 .037 • 351 .071 11. 98
Q
.629 • 037 .592 .100 5 92
.962 .074 .838 • 062 14- 32
11 .592 .185 .407 .121 3- 31
12 .777 .296 .481 .119 4 04
13 • 629 .143 • 481 .115 4.04
14 .740 .259 .481 .118 4.04
15 .703 .185 .518 • 115 4.58
16 .962 • 333 • 629 .097 5.48
17 .777 .296 .481 .119 4.04
18 .351 .111 • 740 .091 8.13
II
i
S
V
G
Gl
J i
the effectiveness of an it it can be seen that every
item except numbers 6 and 15 in sub-test A, all but number
12 in sub-test B, etnd all the items in sub-test C are
"good'* items.
Item 6 in the common fraction sub-test could probably
be improved by the use of a different combination of
fraction and product. Perhaps the presentation of this
item in diagram or other objective form might also improve
its discriminatory value.
The idea of "rate" as a common fraction must have been
an \anfamiliar one, for only of the highest group had
this correct, and half as many of the lowest group.
In test B, item 13 apparently gave too easy a choice
of answers. Perhaps by rearranging the distractors given,
or by replacing them, or by changing the ratio, the item
could be improved.
Figures IV and V, which are based on Tables IX, X and
XI, illustrate the couiparison in the April scores among the
three sub-tests of the number of correct responses, item
by item. Figure IV shows tnis comparison for the highest
25^ of the scores, and Figure V shows it for the lowest
25% of the scores. On only five items in the highest 25^
of the group do the scores on all three sub-tests come
If Mills, F.C. , Statistical Methods , Henry Holt and
Company, 1938. p. 471.
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within three points of each other. Likewise, in the lo\vest
group, there are only five items on which tne scoresaeorae
within three points of each other on all three sub-test s»
In the highest group, on items B ana 18, the acnieveiaent
in per cent was higher than in either deciLials or coiiuiion
fractions. In both of these iteias, to a "bright pupil, the
answer might seem to be obvious. This would be in ks epii g
with the opinion of several of the pppils tnat it was an
easy test.
In the lowest group, achievement on the per cent test
on ixems dc, 7, 11 and 16 was slightly higher than in either
of the other two sub-tests. In tjc, 125;^ was plainly the
largest nuraber and just guessing might have yielded a
correct response. On number 7, it might be considered .that
tne iaea of 100% being the sum of all tne parts is a little
easier for a slow mind to deal with than the idea that
several 2-f igure decimals or fractions should add up to Just
1. A later analysis of the errors will show, also, that,
probably because of the above suggestion, many pupils
guessed that the response to this in terms of decimals wis
borrowed from a guessed response in terms of common
fractions.
Nuraber 11 was no doubt easier in terms of per cent for
c
TABLE XII
THE PER CENT OF ERRORS PER ITEM ON ALL THREE SUB-TESTS
T'l- Ant sUD~xesX A OUD—XCoX D OUD"*Xe8X V
1JL « wXw
9» • 441
•2O • »jo%j • www 7RR. 1 VW
A
*x P.7Q. O f w . %wl>y
1 fi?
. xoa
u 117• XX f . OUD
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d .369 .261 .441
6 .234 .540 .468
7 .711 .675 .513
8 .468 .549 .621
9 .553 .648 .630
10 .495 .594 .540
11 .675 .774 .702
12 .153 .486 .477
13 .243 .477 .603
14 .432 .288 .513
15 .558 .540 .549
16 .369 .387 .378
17 ,207 .423 .567
18 .630 • 649 .486
aCI
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the slow child because it dealt -with games won, and vjas
therefore a bit more familiar idea than the item in either
of the other sub-tests, Number 16 deals with an operation
Tihich is drilled on many times in the teaching cf percen-
tage, Somewhat less in teriis of common fractions, and even .
less in terms of aecimals. This no <toubt accounts for
the better score in percentage.
3n general, in the highest 25;i of the group, 10 items
on the comnion fraction sub-test, had the highest scores or
were equal to the same high score in aecimals or per cent;
8 items each in decimals and per cents had the highest
score orewere equal to another- highest score in one other
form of the test.
In the lowest 3b/o of tne group tested, 18 items on the
common fraction test were done correctly by a grsajfcer
nimber of people than on th- decimal or per cent sub-tests;
9 items each in the decimal ana per cent sub-tests were done
better than, or equally as well as, a comparable item on
ojone of the other sub-tests.
Ihile having made gains, as indicated in tailes YI, YII
I
and VTII, tne pupils showing the lowest total scores on this
test are still definitely in the "cormion fraction" stage.
As previously mentioned, many pupils who had high scores! in
the fraction sub-tes t had low scores in per cent, hu± ^r^
il
e
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who had a hii:',h scord in per cents haa a low score in frac-
tions. Those pupils with high scores ixx fractions and low
scores in per cents need, no douot, more work with per cents
-longer acquaintance- to establish the same degree of
familiarity tiiey have with common fractions. Just how iduch
further work with percentage will improve the scores of the
lovjest group is questionable.
On ten items in the highest group, the common fraction
score was equal to, or greater than, those of the other two
sub-tests. This was true of eignteen items in the lovjest
group. Plainly, in the lowest 25f^ of the group of pupils
tested - lowest in terms of total achievement on the test -
familiarity with fractions overshaaows their acquaintance
with decimals ana per cents, Gre-ter uiiabrstanding Ox
common fractii^^ib is also inaicacej the liighest group,
but, in general it appears that the ^achievement on each
item in decinials and per cents faitly closely parallels
common fractioh achievement, or else they parallel each -
other.
Analysis of grrors
Table XII gives an account of the percentage cf errcrs
made per item in each part of the test by all of the 110
I
pupils whose tests were studied. On eleven items, tne per i
e
cent of errors was greatest iii the per cent test as
cOLipared TJith tne Ooher t^n/o. On seven items, the decimal
test showed xhe greatest proportion of errors, and on two,
the cormion fraction item produced the largest per cent of
errors. On one itera (oc), the per cent was the saDie in
test ^i, and in test G, and both were greater than in test E.
On items 9, 10, 11, lo and 16, the difference in per
cent of errors was lo;^ or less anong the three sub-tesxs.
On ten other items, there was a difference of lOf' or
less on two of the sub-tests. Thus, for fifteen it eras
of the test, the level of difficulty of these matched items
is approximately the same.
From item 14 on, the level of difficul-cy is probably
consideraoly influencea by tne number of responses omitted
by people who were not able to finish in the time allowed.
Table XIII contains a comparison of a sort between the
objectives of "Che test ana the kinas of errors raade on the
various items. As shown in Table :n:i, the per cent of
flrrcrs ranged all the Yjay from 9'fo on item bb in sub-test A
to 77;5 on item 11 in sub-test B. The critical ratio has
been determined for each item as an indication of is
effectiveness. But, on the whole, is this a completely
satisfactory measure of just how well the item tests the
e
particular bit of understanding it was intended to evaluate?
All but three oi the items definitely measure something. It
was thought that a survey of the kinds of errors the pupils
made on each item, and to what extent the same error was
made in each set of matched items through the three sub-
tests, might lead to a more reliable measure of the
similarities or dissimilarities of the so-called "matched**
items.
TABLi; XIII
ERRORS MADE Ox^^ EACH OF THE MATCHED
ITEMS OF THE THREE SUB-TESTS
Item 1
Objective: A fraction expresses one of the equal
parts of a unit.
Errors:
A. Disregarded size of parts 15f<»
Other errors ^4
B. Disregarded size of parts Ofo
Correct answer as common fraction 5
Meaning of Section A misread 7
Other errors 24
C. Disregarded size of parts 9^
iiumber of parts with ^ annexed 7
Meaning of Section A misread 6
Other errors 23
Item 3
Objective: A fraction expresses one or more of
the equal parts of a group.
Errors:
A. Compared number in shaded group
with number of groups 11^
Other errors 14
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TABLE XIII (continued)
Item 3 (continued)
Errors:
B. Number of shaded groups expressed 10^
as decimal
Correct answer as common fraction 5
Compared number of groups shaded 5
with number unshaded
Other errors 31
Gompared number in shaded group 0^
with number of groups
Number of shaded figures with fo 5
annexed
Other errors 39
Item 3
Objective: In a ratio or comparison, the
numerator expresses the number of
\inits being compared, and the
denominator the number of units in
the whole
•
Errors:
A. Incorrect denominator 37^
Either incorrect numerator or 5
correct fraction reduced wrong
Other errors 17
B. Incorrect denominator
Correct answer as decimal
Other errors
6
17
0. Incorrect denominator 18^
Numerator expressed with ^ annexed 5
Denominator expressed with ^ annexed 5
Other errors 31
Item 4
Objective: A fraction is an expression of divisicn
Errors:
A. Division expressed, but inversely &io
Other errors <j4
B. Division expressed, but inversely Ifo
Correct answer as common fraction 10
Other errors 13
"cl Division expressed, but inversely 0^
Divided denominator by itself 8
Other errors 27
10
\
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m Item 5a
TABLE XIII (continued)
Objective: The denominator of a fraction expresses
the niimber of parts into which a thing
has been divided; the momerator the
number of parts taken.
Errors:
A. Mistook denominator for numerator
B. Did not recognize tenths as
denominator of decimal
C. Recognized correct denominator, but
ignored the change to be made in
converting to fo
Mistook numerator for denominator
Other errors
7%
"33^
14
7
Item 5b
Objective: A fraction expresses the number of
parts taken out of the number of parts
In the whole (similar to 5a),
Errors:
A. iTraction inverted 6^
Other errors 3
bT Various errors 8%
O! Chose fo equal to 1/3 instead of 13^
3/100
Chose 1/3 with fo annexed 7
Other errors 8
Item 5c
Objective: An improper fraction, or a decimal
larger than 1, or a per cent greater
than lOOfo expresses more than a whole.
Errors:
A. Chose fraction equal to 1
Other errors 8
B. Chose decimal equal to 1
Chose decimals whose numerical value
was greater than 1, ignoring the
decimal point
5^
9
0^ Chose fo equal to 1
Other errors
1
7^
ltd,
Item 5d
Item 6
TABLE XIII (continued)
Objective: Ability to discern which fraction,
decimal, or per cent in a group has
the least value.
Errors:
A. Chose fraction
1 (5/6)
Chose fraction
Other errors
nearest in value to
equal to 1
B. Chose decimal
places
Chose decimal
Chose decimal
Other errors
with least number of
equal to 1
greater than 1
C. Chose smallest
Chose per cent
sidering thi
has smallest
Chose ^ equal
Chose % equal
whole number %
equal to 1/3, con-
8 smallest since it
denominator
to 1
to more than 1
13^
iO
13
1%
5
5
7
18f<j
5
8
Objective: The whole of a thing is equal to the
number of units in one part times the
number of parts.
Errors:
A. Various errors
B. Correct answer, but with decimal
point inserted
Various errors
^
0. Correct answer, but with annexed IB^o
Various errors 18
18fg#
31
72
Item 7
Objective: The whole of a thing is equal to the
sum of all its parts.
Errors:
A. Size of part estimated or guessed 23ftf
from other fractional parts given
Various otner errors 43
bT used answer given in test A, change 11^
to decimal
Estimated size from other parts given 11
Other errors 42
nT9'
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TABLji XIII (continued)
Item 7 (continued)
Errors:
0. Used answer given in test A ' Sft
changed to
Estimated size of part 5
Other errors 32
Item 8
Objective: The number of units in one part is
equal to the number of units in all the
parts given divided by the number of
parts given.
Errors:
A. Divided by size of part, instead 5^
of by numerator
Various errors 30^
B. Ctorrect answer with decimal point 11^
inserted
Various errors 32fo
C. Correct answer with % annexed l5f>
Various errors 32
Item 9
Objective: The increased amount of something is
found by adding the part by which it
is increased to the original amount.
Errors:
A. Added one unit instead of finding 14^
the part and adding it
Various errors 36"?^
B. Added one unit 7<fo
Correct answer with decimal point 5
Various errors 46
C. Right process used, wrong answer 10^
obtained
Correct answer with jo annexed 3^
Various errors 44
Item 10
Objective: Tne reduced price of an article is that
part of the original price left when
the discount is taken off.
"r r
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TABLE XIII (continued)
Item 10 (continued)
Errors:
A. Net price is same part as reduction 12fc
Took i to be 25t 5
Various errors 16
B. Net price is same part as reduction 10^
Various errors 52
C. Net price is same part as reduction lOfe
Various errors 27
Item 11
Objective: In a comparison, the numerator ex-
presses the part compared and the
denominator the quantity it is
compared with.
Errors:
A. Difference expressed as denominator 23^
Difference expressed as amount, 18
not fraction
Wrong quantities compared 14
Various errors il
B. Difference expressed as numerator 19^
of decimal
Wrong quantities compared 11
Difference expressed as amount, 5
not decimal
Various errors 36
Item 12
Objective: Ratio is a quotient which expresses
the relationship of one quantity to
another.
Errors:
A. Compared difference to first amount 5^
Various errors 5
B. Coaipared difference to first amount 14^
Various errors 23
C. Compared difference to first amount 7^
Correct fraction expressed with 23
fo sign
Various errors 7
iliJXTOO ;
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Item 13
TABLi; XIII (continued)
Objective: A fraction may be reduced by dividing
both numerator and denominator by the
same number.
Errors:
A. Numerator or denominator alone
diviaed correctly
Guessed
B. Dropped zero in tenths place -
divided denominator, multiplied
numerator
Divided numerator without dividing
denominator
25^
C. 32^Divided numerator, increased
denominator, by saying ,8 equals 8^
Divided denominator only by saying 12
• 8 equals .8fc
Other errors 4
Item 14
Objective: The value of a fraction is increased by
multiplying the numerator or by
dividing the denominator.
Errors:
A. Suggested dividing numerator by 26^
denominator
Suggested adding to denominator 7
SUiSigested multiplying denominator 4
B. Suggested multiplying denominator 11^
by moving point to left
Suggested dropping zero to left of 5
point, making no change
C. Suggested changing mixed number to 19f<»
improper fraction, keeping ^ sign
Suggested reducing to common fraction 11^
making no change
Suggested dividing numerator by 8
placing point before it
• Item 15
Objective: Rate is an expression of comparison.
Errors:
A. Amount given as rate 41^
Wrong gimounts compared 5_
3 vd
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TABLii: XIII (continued)
Item 15 (continued)
Errors:
B. Amount given as rate 39^
Other errors 2
C. Amount given as rate 37^
Wrong amounts compared 7
Item 16
Objective: Case II
Errors:
A. Quantities multiplied 14^
Quantities compared inversely 9
B. Quantities compared inversely 11^
Quantities multiplied 5
Quantities subtracted 5
0. Quantities multiplied 9^
Quantities compared inversely 13
Item 17
Objective: Case I
Errors:
A. Divided by base 4^
Divided by part 4
B. Divided by part 8^
Multiplied, but omitted point 7
Subtracted 5
0. Multiplied, omitted point
Divided by base 6
Divided by rate 6
Item 18
Objective: Case III
Errors:
A. Multiplied numerator by product, 23^
ignored denominator
Multiplied product by fraction 5
Gruess (by multiplication) 14
B. Approximate answer obtained by 14^
multiplying, omitting point
Correct answer, point inserted 10
Divided rate by base, ignoring 9
point
^1
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TABLS XIII (continued)
Item 18 (continued)
Errors:
C. Approximate answer obtained by
multiplying
Roughly 25> taken as 2 and
multiplied times 30
Rough estimate of 20 times 30,
point ignored
Item 1 in the decimal part of the test, while
statistically a good item, is not valid in terms of
the objective it is intended to measure. The errors
made were mainly matters of incorrectly expressing the
correct fractional part as a decimal, or of misunder-
standing the item as set up. The item was meant to
show whether a pupil recognized a fractional part of
a unit as being one of many equal parts. 24% of the
pupils made various kinds of errors but the number
who made an answer that could be definitely taken as
not knowing that a fractional part is one or several
of the equal parts of a unit was negligible. Thus,
the item needs some revision, either in respect to
avoiding emphasis on part meant by Section A, or a
change in the size of the part.
lOf.
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On some items, particularly 6 and 8, a large
percentage of error was due to inability to translate an
answer into the language of decimals and per cent. Tnls
would indicate, not a misunderstanding of the concept
being tested, but of the underlying concept of decimal
and per cent notation in general. A great variety of
errors besides these were also made on each of these
items, more on item 8 than on item 6; this great variety
carried through from sub-test A to sub-test C, showing
a consistency of failure. If these two trios of items
did not test the same unaerstanding, at least the same
proportion of pupils did not unaerstand whatever they
did test in all three cases.
In other items, because of the difference in the
operation involved in arriving at a correct answer -
a difference due to the nature of decimals and per cents
themselves - it appears to be a little difficult to
determine more thein that the pupils just did not
do the example correctly. Items 13 and 14 fall
within this "haze" of interpretation. 13 deals
OS '
no a
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with reducing without changing the value of a fraction,
decimal or per cent, ana 14 deals with changing the value.
In the fraction items, a misunderstanding of the meeining of
numerator or denominator could have "been the cause of some
error; a comparison of item 14 with item 5a would lead to
this conclusion. On tnis basis, item 14 in the common
fraction sub-test is not a valid item. It probably would
be better to eliminate the vocabulary element, already
tested by 5a, and set up the item in a different way, per-
haps with an example to illustrate the responses suggested
in the present item.
Reducing a decimal or a per cent to simpler form in-
volves an entirely different procedure from that of reducing
a common fraction. However, the aim in all three cases is
the same: to express a fractional part of something in
lowest terms. Apparently this procedure is better under-
stood in terms of decimals than with either common fractions
or per cent. The reason for this is not hard to discover;
it involves the simple routine process of dropping a zero
where it obviously (to the reasonably bright or average
child) has no "place value". Reducing a common fraction
requires many decisions and steps, as does expressing a per
cent in terms of decimals, only to nave to reduce that
answer when it has been obtained.
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Therefore, while the visible similarity among these
matched items may appear "hazy", the objective involvea is
the same, and the types of errors, while differing in con-
figuration and degree of complexity, all lead to the same
conclusion: many pupils do not understand how to reduce a
fraction without changing its value, or how the value of a
fraction is increased or decreased. Not only do they not
understand how to make these changes, but they do not
recognize the desired change when it is made.
In item 1, the meaning of section A was not clearly in-
terpreted in sub-tests B and C by about 6fo of the pupils.
Item 5c was not read correctly, either, by 14^ of the pupils
in sub-tests A and C, ana by in sub-test B. Both items
would be improved by emphasizing in some way the important
section or word which was so obviously misinterpreted. Of
course, in both cases, all the errors thus made may not have
been due alone to reading the item incorrectly, but the
responses given would lead to that conclusion. The best way
to decide as to whether this is the correct interpretation
of these errors is to make the changes suggested and try
the revised items on a similar group.
Items 9 and 11 point out the high per cent of error
which is responsible for many failures in dealing with per
cents. In number 9, which involved finding part of a
V 8 J
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number and. adding the part to tne original wJaoie, some of the
error may have been due to uniamiliarity with the set-up of
the item. The fact that there was a very wide variety of
many different kinds of errors may bear this out, for be-
tween 1/3 and 1/2 of the pupils did not laiow wha.t to do. In
item 11, the errors fell definitely into classifications
which all teachers will recognize as the types of mistakes
that pupils make in their daily work with percentage -
mistakes due to a lack of understanding of the general
principle that, if a fraction, decimal or per cent is to
show the ratio of two things, the quantities representing
those two things must be compared, or the fraction set up
must involve botn of those quantities. Better than 60^^ of
the pupils made errors on item 11, in an three sub-tests.
Most of the other items snowed enough similarity in the
responses, both right and wrong, to suggest that, insofar
as the tendency to make similar errors among the sets of
matched items is any measure of the validity of the items,
these items are testing similar things. A comparison of
these with the objectives stated before each block of errors
will give some indication as to whether they are measuring
what they were set up to test.
x^j'i^i: u Jii:. rait;
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Finally, were these errors, as reportea for tiie
April testing, the scinie ones raade in January, and -were
they laaae by the same people? A quick x.erusal of a sam-
pling or the papers would indicate they were much the
saiiie in type. The tabulation of the errors made by
individual pupils in the highest and lowest quarters of
the group, which was used for the item analysis, also
showed the high degree of repetition of errors made by
the people in these groups. In a few cases, the people who
had not made an error on an item in January did have it
wrong in April, but this happened not more than three or
four tines on scattered items. On 21 items m the highest
group there was no repetition at all; on four items there
were ten or more repetitions. In this highest quarter,
however, the number of people repeating errors would nat-
urally be small because of the small number or errors maae.
In the lowest q^uarter of the group, there was a diff-
erence of no more than three between the number of errors
ana the nui:iber of people who repeated their previous mis-
takes on any item, out in this group, on several itoctS, the
number of errors almost equalled the number cf people in
the group.
Generally speaking, it ccn be said that the errors made

in. April "were maae oy zhe sarae people vjho macie them in
January, ana prooably, to a co nsiderable extent, they
•were the sam.e Kinds of errors.
€€
ICHAPTER V
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CHAPTER V
CUwCLUSIOiiS
Summary Statement
(1) A comparison of the scores attained in the January
and the April testings shows that similar gains were made in
comuion fractions and in decimals, and greater gains were
made in per cent. This leads to the conclusion that a
pupil's understanding of common fractions and of decimal
fractions increases as he studies per cent, hut not to the
ssime degree.
(3) There is a high correlation "between understanding
of decimals and of per cent, hut the correlation, at the
seventh graae level at least, between common fractions and
per cent is much less.
(3) Mo pupil who made a low score in common fractions
or decimals made a high score in per cent, although pupils
with high scores in fractions and decimals did have low
scores in per cent. This can he taken to indicate that an
understanding of common fractions is basic to an understand-
ing of per cent.
(4) The correlation of total test scores with
lit D
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intelligence increased from .72 the first time it was given
to .79 the second time, indicating that intelligence may-
have something to do with the gains made in all three tests.
(5) The correlations between each sub-test and general
arithmetic achievement showed a range of only .11, between
•71 and .82. At this grade level, in which fractions, deci-
mals and per cents are so much a part of the course of study,
these rather high correlations show a tendency for achieve-
ment to be influenced by an understanding, or lack of under-
standing, of their basic concepts.
(6) All the items but two in the common fraction sub-
test and one in the decimal sub-test, and all the items in
the per cent sub-test had critical ratios of 2.576 or
greater, indicating that they show a true difference between
those who know and those who do not know.
(7) Some of the items need to be improved, possibly by
changing their form and by eliminating the vocabulary ele-
ment even more than has already been done.
(8) There is considerable confusion in the minds of
many children about some phases of fractions, decimals and
per cents, as indicated by the kinds and numbers of errors
made on certain items. On others, one particular kind of
error is being made, and the item is a good, concise
measure of just what is misunderstood.
33- i 3d:' iJA (a)
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Limitations of the Study
(1) The size of the group with which the test was used
was too small to produce results or conclusions that could
"be called generally valid.
(2) The test was given to pupils within one school in
one community.
(b) The test was given by classroom teachers who are
not especially trained for administering tests.
(4) The reliability of the test is probably consider-
ably limited by the fact thax only one - or two - items are
specifically intended to measure each objective. A longer
test with a greater variety of items would probably be a
better means of evaluating these objectives.
Suggestions for Further Study
(1) A revision of the items on the basis of the results
already obtained and the administering of this revised test
to a different group, or a larger, more varied group over a
wider area.
(2) The trying out of a revised course of study in pep
cent at the sixth or seventh grade level, with emphasis on
the interrelated phases of fractions, decimals and per cent,
to discover to what extent overcoming these errors may
influence general arithmetic achievement at this level.
V'9 10
(3) Building a test of similar objectives with items
different in form, to try to discover the best means of
evaluating these understandings.
(4) Building a unit of work for the pupils with low
scores in fractions - a unit based on the understandings
basic to per cent - and comparing the outcomes of such a
unit with the per cent, or general, arithmetic work of
those who go along on their usual course of study.
J a It
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APPENDIX
It
1'&
'o'V A='=*C
Part I
Mi
fraot ions .
,, c?** you will
Directions s This Is a test of what joa liiiow abou
In Part I, whenever you are asked,
write a common fraction. Write esch answer in the blank
on the answer sheet that corresponds to the number of
the example.
1 . Section B is what part of the whole square?
2 Whet part of this group is shaded?
OO OO OO GO
8
3. Bill caught 3 fish, Frank caught 7 fish, and Bob caught 5 flsh»
What part of all the fish did Bob catch?
4. If 7 acres of land are to be shared by 8 people, what part of an
acre will each person have?
5» From the fractions at the left, choose
i a* the fraction which has as a numerator.
c<
d.
the fraction which is a way of saying,
" 5 things out of a."
the fraction whose value is greater than 1
the fraction which has the smallest value.
6« 5 of a number is 6. What is of the number?
7o Section A is what part of the circle? / ^ V/^A
8. y of a quantity is 28. What is s' ot the quantity?
9. If you increase the length of line AB by If, it will be how isany
units long?
-t .,t .,.1..
10. The price of an article was reduced 4o The net price was what
part of the former cost?
11, Joe saved 50^ one weeko The ne^t ^aek he saved 60^. The increase
was what part of his first week^s savings?
4
one
12.
Btands before the answer you have choae-n
What ia the ratio of Bar A to Bar D?
BA
(a) i (b) (c)
2
5" (d) :>2'
13. Which fraction has the same value as ^ ?
(a) (b) 3
7
(c) "/^ (d)
14, Which of the following will Increase the value of
(a) aiultlplylng the numerator by 3,
(b) adding 3 to tfce denominator.
(c) multiplying uiie denominator u
(d) dividing the numerator by the danominator.
15
. 3
The rate of discount is
1& u
Sn ^e <, were. ^
What ia the correct way to solve this problem?
(a) $3 (b) $9 (c) (d)T
15 is of 40,
(a) 16 X 40 ^ 600 * (c) 40
26
(b)
17 What la the correct way to solve this pi^blem?
T
(a) 24
y of 24 is
% c ) X 24 —
'
23 t
5 >
(b) ~5 -r 24 Si (d) 24 T -•
.16 For the example
would be«
(a) 9
12 is 4 of
3
64
(b) 48
the best approximate answer
(d) lOi

Part 1
Directions! ThiB is a test of what ;/du know about d(gc?lg^s.l
In Pax»t I, whenever you are asked, "What part?''^ybu will
write a declaal fraction. Write each answer in the blank
on the answer sheet tbi'.t sorresponds to the number of the
example
.
1. Section A is what part of the whole square?
2. What part of this group is shaded?
as ms oa on aa
3. ?he Eagles won 7 gai&es, lost 2, a«.d tl€)d one. What deelraal fraction
of their gamea did thsy win?
4c A strip of metal 5 iiiches long la to be out into 10 equal pieces.
Each piece will be wliat pert of an inch long?
5c From the decimals at the left^ o.hoose
£io the desiJEal that has 10 a? its denominator.
33^
1,0
b. the decimal that is a way of saying, *1 thing
out of 3.*
Co the decimal that has a value greater than 1.
d, tha deciiaal that has the least value*
6o ,1 of a number is 5. Wisat is »6 of the nuciber?
7» Section A is wixat part of the circle?
8 c ,3 of a number is 12 » What is »1 of the nuaiber?
9o If you increase the length of Una A3 by .33*1 > 3.t will be how
many units long?
10, Th@ price of an article was reducad .25,
part of the former price?
new price is what
11 ^ One day Bill did his arithiaetic homework in 20 minutea . Th© next
day he worked 30 ©Inutese The increase was what part of his first
day^s time?
f
')irectlons: From the answers given belov each example, choose the
best one. Write on the answer sheet the letter that
stands before the answer you have chosen..
12 « What is the ratio of Bar A to Bar B?
A. C
B. c J—I-
(a) .40 (b) 1»2 (c) ,8 (d) ,2
13. Which decimal has the same value as .060?
(a) .5 (b) .05 (o) .50 (d) .005
14, Which of the following will increase the value of 0ol8?
(a) moving the decimal point to the left
(b) annexing a 2ero after the 8
(o) dropping the zero
(d) moving the decimal point to the right
15,
PRICES REDUCED
Hat 8 ^--were |8
now #5
"T^® rate of discount is
(a) $8 (b)
.37i (c) ^3 (d) $5
16 > What is the correct way to solve this problem?
of 56 is 42?
(a) 56 « 8 « - 1 ,^1 (c) 66
'42
14
(b) 56 X 42 - 23.52
17. What is the correct way to solve this problem?
(d) 42 6 ^
66 ^ 8 " 4 ~ 75
.9 of 30 is
(a) 9 X 30 = 270
(b) .9 X 30 ^ 27
(c) 30
-
.9
29.1
(d) 33.33-^
18. For the example
answer is
24 is .60 of
,9.) 3qp.oo
the best appros:lmate
(a) 140 (b) 40 (o) .40 (d) 2.5

'^hi.^ Is test o:** >
the answer aiieat Cliat correBponds to the n
example- .
^
Sf^ctlon E is what part o'f the ivhole square*?
C the
2c What part of this group is sliaded?
! 1
3. Bill 3old 6 tickets, Jane sold 9 tioketa, and Mary sold 15 ticketi
What part of ail the tickets did Bill sell?
4. If 3 days* pay la to be sharedequally by 4 workers, idxat % of a
day" 8 pay will ©aoh worker get?
5= From the per cents at the left, choose
•3%
100%
&. she ^ equsJ. to a common fraction that has 5
as its denominator,
the ^ that is. a way of saying, "3 things out
of 100 c.^^
c , the % that equals aore than 1 ,
d. the ^ that lias the least value.
6. 15^ of a nuaaber is 3- What is 5^ of the number?
7c Section A is what % of the circle?
8, 7% of a number is 28. What is 1^^ of the number?
9c If you increase the length of line AB by 25^, it will be how many
units long'o
Oo The price of an article was reduced 20^, The new cost is what
part of the original cost?
11 The Giants woa 15 games laut year, but only 10 gaasea this year
<
This was a decrease of what ^ in the games won?

th© following will in - the •
(a) ch !"& to .
T>Xa«5.n??r a deolffie'.: before .the nfmb^r
The v'jf discoant ifi
(a) U (b) £;5^ (c) U 75^
-1
I
were H 1
1
now 13
1
^fi?.hst is the correcc way to f.ol^e ^hia problsm'
I 18 is of 24?
j
(^>) (d) ,24 , /
,
,,,lcg
18r24^ 18 i3 = 133 3^
What is the correct vay to aol^s thie problem?
I
of 150 \s
j
(a) 32 X 150 ^BO (o) :MJ '' 2li 5«
W >.32. riSOMOO (d) -. 32 X 150
(a) S (b) 600 ('j; 120 (d) 60
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